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Introduction
We consider the fractional Brownian sheet B
 
d
 B
 
x

x 
d of order      on
the ddimensional unit cube   
d
 d   ie the centered Gaussian random eld
with covariance
EB
 
x
B
 
y

d
Y
j
 

jx
j
j
 
 jy
j
j
 
 jx
j
 y
j
j
 

where x  x

     x
d
 and y  y

     y
d
 If     then one obtains the usual
Brownian sheet The fractional Brownian sheet is one possible generalization of
the fractional Brownian motion on the interval    Another generalization is the
fractional Levy Brownian eld W
 
x

x 
d which possesses the covariance
EW
 
x
W
 
y

 

jxj
 

 jyj
 

 jx yj
 


where j  j

denotes the Euclidean norm on Rd
We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the small ball probabilities under
Holdertype and Orlicz norms more precisely we wish to nd good bounds for
 logPkB
 
d
k    
as  tends to zero For the fractional Levy Brownian eld the asymptotic behavior
of the small balls under various norms is known We refer to Sto for results and
further references For the sheet the situation is dierent
Concerning applications the case      the Brownian sheet  is the most
important Let F be a distribution function of a probability measure on the unit
cube   
d
and consider a sequence X

 X

    of independent random variables
with distribution function F  Denote by  x x     
d
 the set
Q
d
j
 x
j
 Then
the empirical distribution functions F
n
 n        are dened as
F
n
x 
 
n
n
X
l

x
X
l

and it is known that the processes 
p
n F
n
xF x
x 
d converge in law with
respect to the supnorm to a centered Gaussian eld Y
F
 Y
x

x 
d
with covari
ance
EY
x
Y
y
 F  x   y F  xF  y
Suppose now that X

     X
n
    
d
are samples obtained by a sequence of in
dependent experiments In order to test whether these samples could have the
distribution function F one computes the F
n
dened above and the Kolmogorov
Smirnov statistic
p
n F
n
 F  If later is too large one would like to reject the
hypothesis that X

     X
n
have the distribution function F 
Since the distribution of the empirical distribution functions are di
cult to
determine one uses the process Y
F
as approximation If one wants to evaluate the
power of this test then one is confronted with the problem of estimating
Pk
p
n F
n
x F xk

 

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when X

     X
n
have a distribution function

F  F  This leads us to
Pk
p
n F
n
 F k

   PkY
	
F

p
n 

F  F k

 
 a small ball problem with a shifted ball It has been shown that
PkY
	
F

p
n 

F  F k

 	  PkY
	
F

p
n 

F  F k

 

C

PkY
	
F

p
n 

F  F k

 
where
Y
	
F
 

Y
x

x 
d is the centered Gaussian eld with covariance
E Y
x

Y
y


F  x   y
Finally consider the case that

F is the uniform distribution on the unit cube   
d

Then one observes that
Y
	
F
is nothing but the Brownian sheet B
d
 And if

F possesses
a density

f then we have the representation
Y
	
F

Z


x
q

fx dB
x

Thus we see that the Brownian sheet plays an important role for a large class of
examples For more details we refer to Bas where we took this example from
Another type of question where small ball estimates are needed are Chungtype
laws of the iterated logarithm If we take into account that we deal with selfsimilar
processes ie B
 
x

x 
d
d
 T
d 
B
 
Tx

x 
d the problem can be formulated as
follows Let M  be a functional on C	
d
 
 	 such that M T  is a
norm on C T 
d
 and Mf T   T

MfT    for some 
   R We search for a
normalization function  such that
lim inf
T
T

d 
MB
 
d
  
T 
is almost surely in 	 For example in Tal	 M Talagrand found the asymp
totic small ball behavior for the twodimensional Brownian sheet under the supnorm
and obtained the normalization function
T  
T log log logT 

log logT 


for the Chungtype law of the iterated logarithm For more Chungtype results and
techniques we refer to MR and Sto
For the fractional Brownian sheet we could not nd references in the literature
Thus the following brief historical review is completely devoted to small ball esti
mates for the standard Brownian sheet For d    and     where we deal with
the classical Wiener process the exact asymptotic behavior of   is known In this
	 Introduction
case using techniques of dierential equations one has several series representations
for the probability   see eg Fel	 Chapter   In particular
 logP

kB


k
C 
 







We refer to BM  for L
p
extensions of this result
In the multiparameter case d    it is not clear how to use dierential equations
and a completely dierent technique is needed First estimates for   in the mul
tiparameter case date back only to   when P Revesz Rev  proved for d  
the existence of constants C

 C

such that
C



j log j   logP

kB


k
C 
 

 


C



j log j


for small  In   E Csaki Csa found the asymptotic behavior of the small
ball probability of B
d
under the L

  

norm He showed that
 logP

kB

d
k
L
 
 
d

 


K

d


j log j
d
with constant
K
d


d
p

d
d  

See Li for various nonBrownian multiparameter generalizations of this result
Using the inequality k  k
L
 
 
d

 k  k
C 
d

one obtains
 logP

kB

d
k
C 
d

 


C


j log j
d

which improves in the case d   the lower estimate in  The next result on this
problem gave improved upper bounds In   M A Lifshits LT for d  
and in   R F Bass Bas for general d obtained
 logP

kB

d
k
C 
d

 


C


j log j
d
 
At that stage a considerable gap of order d   remained between the exponents of
the logterms in lower and upper bounds In  	 M Talagrand Tal	 succeeded
in proving the sharpness of  for d   Yet it is not known how to generalize
this result to higher dimension d  
In this work we will apply a technique which was developed in a recent work
DKLL for the case     This method improved the upper estimate  to
 logPkB

d
k
C 
d

  
C


j log j
d
which reduces the gap between the exponents of the logterms in upper and lower
bounds to one independently of the dimension d   It appears that this technique
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is powerful also in a more general setting Our method is based on a remarkable
paper by J Kuelbs and W V Li KL where they proved that the small ball
behavior of a Gaussian process is closely connected with the entropy numbers of an
operator mapping from a Hilbert space H into a Banach space which is an isometry
between H and the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of the process A second ingre
dient is that we can analyze the processes using Schauder function expansions This
is a frequently used tool in the theory of almost surely continuous Gaussian pro
cesses in order to investigate their path properties We refer to CKR and Sto
This work is organized as follows In Chapter   we introduce all the necessary
notions and prove some preliminary facts We start with some basic concepts from
the theory of Gaussian processes Then we discuss connections between classical
function spaces and the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces of the ddimensional
fractional Brownian sheets Next we provide all the facts about Schauder functions
which we need and we conclude this chapter presenting the necessary facts about
entropy and approximation quantities
Chapter  is devoted to upper estimates for   First we are concerned with
estimates of Kolmogorov and entropy numbers for certain integral operators Then
the small ball estimates for the processes B
 
d
are obtained via the relation mentioned
above We close this chapter with a list of entropy results for embeddings
In Chapter  we collect some results which give us lower bounds First we
show that the key estimate of our method is sharp for the Brownian sheet Next
we present results which are due to M Talagrand and V N Temlyakov and which
prove the sharpness of the upper estimates for the case d   We give a new
proof for the main inequality of Talagrands method which appears to be much
shorter Let us remark that both methods use the special situation d   and it is
not obvious how to treat higher dimensions Finally we discuss our results for d  
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Note	 After this work had been nished we were informed that E S Belinsky
had obtained similar result independently His results contain the rst part of our
Corollary    He showed for p    	 and   

     
d
 with max 	p  	 


     

 


     
d
that
e
k
  H

p
T
d
 CT
d
  k   log k 

for the explanation of the notation we refer to the next chapter This and other
results can be found in his preprint entitled Estimates of Entropy Numbers and
Gaussian Measures for Classes of Functions with Bounded Mixed Derivative which
he has submitted to the Journal of Approximation Theory
 Preliminaries
We start with some remarks on frequently used notions By CC

    we will denote
constants which can be dierent at each occurrence Let f and g be two nonnegative
functions which are dened on an innite sequence or on some interval on the positive
half line We will write f  g if there exists a constant C   such that f  Cg
Analogously we will use the notation f  g when g  f  If both relations f  g
and f  g hold true then we will write f  g
   Gaussian Processes and their RKHS
The concepts of Gaussian process and Gaussian eld have already appeared in the
introduction Let us use this section to recall some denitions and facts concerning
this subject
General De
nitions	 Let I be an arbitrary index set Then the indexed set of
random variables X  X
t

t I
with X
t
   R is a Gaussian process if for all
n   N and all t

     t
n
  I the nite dimensional distributions distX
t

     X
t
n

are Gaussian distributions on Rn ie for any choice of real numbers a

     a
n
there
exist a    R and a    such that for all s   R
Pa

X
t

    a
n
X
t
n
 s 
 
p
 
Z
s

exp


t 




dt
and we say a

X
t

     a
n
X
t
n
is normally distributed with mean  and variance


 short N  

 Since the ndimensional Gaussian distributions are uniquely
determined by their mean function mt  EX
t
and their covariance function
Ks t  E X
s
msX
t
mt it follows that the distribution of a Gaussian
process is uniquely determined by these two functions too A process is called
centered if its mean function is constant zero
Most of the time the index or parameter set I is some interval on the real
line In our situation I will be the ddimensional unit cube   
d
 Processes with
multidimensional parameter sets are often called random elds
Now let us look on the process X  X
t

t 
d in a dierent way We x
an     and consider the trajectory X  X

 as a function over the cube
  
d
 We say that X has almost surely continuous trajectories if there exists a
measurable subset  

  with full measure such that X is continuous for all
    

 Obviously this property is very fragile One can change the values of
the X
t
s on sets of measure zero such that the process is not anymore almost surely
continuous Yet in the same way one can repair the trajectories without changing
the distribution of the process Thats why one usually requires only that the process
possesses a version X ie PX
t
 X

t
    for all t     
d
 which has almost surely
continuous trajectories
Having a process X  X
t

t 
d with almost surely continuous trajectories one
can interpret X as Gaussian random variable taking values in the Banach space
C  
d
 In general a random variable X    E with values in a separable

 Gaussian Processes and their RKHS 
Banach space E is Gaussian if for each functional a   E

the Rvalued random
variable aX is normally distributed Again one knows that the distribution of such
a Gaussian variable is uniquely determined by the mean function ma  E aX
a   E

 and the covariance function Ka b  E aXmabXmb where
a b   E


The Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space	 Let us now consider a centered
Gaussian random variable X taking values in a separable Banach space E The
reproducing kernel Hilbert space short RKHS is dened as
HX  fx   E  c   a   E

ax

 c

Ka ag
equipped with the norm
kxkX  sup
a E

Kaa
jaxj
p
Ka a

The unit ball BX of HX is a compact set in E Conversely the RKHS determines
the Gaussian distribution of X on E Obviously we have
Ka a  sup
x BX
ax


As we mentioned in the introduction the small ball problem for Gaussian random
variables is closely linked to the entropy numbers of the compact set BX Namely
we can use the following theorem which is due to W V Li and W Linde LL It
improves the earlier result KL by J Kuelbs and W V Li
Theorem 	 W	 V	 Li W	 Linde Let    	 and let Jt be a slowly
varying function for t tending to innity We consider the following four statements
a it holds  logPkXk
E
    J 	 
b for BX  E we have ekBX  kJk
c it is  logPkXk
E
    J 	  and
d we have e
k
BX  kJk
where e
k
denotes the kth dyadic	 entropy number for denition see Section  		
The statements a and b are equivalent and c implies d If in addition Jt
is a nondecreasing function and for all    we have Jt

  Jt as t tends to
innity then statement c follows from d
Hence it is necessary to study the structure of the RKHS of our processes in order
to be able to apply known entropy results or to derive new ones from the small ball
estimates
 Preliminaries
Before we proceed with our special processes let us review some general facts
about RKHSs of Gaussian random variables We denote by HX  L P the
Hilbert space
HX  cl

faX  a   E

g

where the closure is taken with respect to the L

 Pnorm Note that HX is
separable Let T  HX  E denote the operator which is dened by the Bochner
integral Tg  E gX for g   HX Then one veries easily that
aTg

 E gaX

 Eg

Ka a
and hence T HX  HX Conversely for x   HX the functional LxaX  ax
is bounded on faX  a   E g Consequently it can be extended continuously to
HX Then by Rieszs Theorem there exists an element g   HX such that ax 
E gaX  aE gX for all a   E  This implies x  E gX   T HX Furthermore
it holds hTaX T bXiX  E aXbX which shows that T is an isometry between
the two Hilbert spaces HX and HX
An immediate consequence of the above considerations is the so called Karhune
Lo!eve expansion Let f

 f

    be an arbitrary complete orthonormal system in HX
then we can represent the random variable X as a series
X
d


X
n
g
n
f
n
where g

 g

    are independent N   distributed random variables And if the
operator

T  H HX is an isometry between some Hilbert space H and the RKHS
of X and h

 h

    is some complete orthonormal system in H then we have
X
d


X
n
g
n

Th
n

Consider now the case that E  CI where I is a compact subset of Rd
Obviously we have

T
s
X

  E 
s
X

X  Ks  By the bilinearity of
K it follows that spanfT
s
X  s   Ig  spanfKs   s   Ig where T is the
operator dened above Since the functionals spanf
s
 s   Ig are dense in C

I
with respect to the weak topology we can nd for each a   C

I a sequence
fa
n
g  spanf
s
 s   Ig which converges weakly to a By the BanachSteinhaus
Theorem the norms of the a
n
s are uniformly bounded by some constant Then the
integrability of Gaussian norms and Lebesgues Dominated Convergence Theorem
yield
lim
n
kTaX Ta
n
Xk

X  lim
n
E aX a
n
X

 E lim
n
aX a
n
X

 
Thus we can conclude HX  spanfKs   s   Ig where the closure is taken with
respect to the norm induced by the scalar product hKs  Kt iX  Ks t
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The RKHS of B
 
d
	 We consider the functions
K
 
t
s  K
 
s t 
 

jtj
 
 jsj
 
 jt sj
 
 s     
for t      Then it follows from the discussion above that the RKHS HB


is given
by
HB


 spanfK
 
t
 t     g   
where the closure is taken with respect to the norm which is induced by the scalar
product h iB


 which is dened by hK
 
s
 K
 
t
iB


 K
 
s t For B
 
d
 one can verify
that
HB

d
 h iB

d
  HB


 h iB



d

Thus it su
ces to concentrate on the case d    The description    is not
very convenient and we wish to have a characterization in terms of classical function
spaces For this purpose let us recall some concepts from the theory of function
spaces
Some Concepts in Function Spaces	 Throughout the rest of this section
we will deal mainly with complex function spaces This is more convenient and the
corresponding results for real spaces are obtained by restriction to the real subspaces
We denote by SR the Schwartz space of all rapidly decreasing innitely dif
ferentiable functions on R Its topology is generated by the family of norms
kk
kl
 sup
t R
   jtj
k
l
X
j
jD
j
tj
k l        Thus SR is a complete locally convex space Let S R be its
topological dual the space of all tempered distributions For    SR the Fourier
transform F is dened by
Ft 
 
p

Z
R
s expist ds t   R
and by Ff  fF for all    SR the Fourier transform is extended to
S

R Recall that F is a surjective isomorphism on SR and S R respectively
and F restricted to L

R is a unitary transform
Let us consider Bessel potential spaces of order    in the Hilbert space case
They are dened as
H


R  ff   S

R     j  j



Ff   L

Rg
equipped with the norm
kfk
H

 
 R 

Z
R
   jtj



jFftj

dt



  Preliminaries
These spaces coincide with the spaces W


R which are called Slobodeckij spaces
or Sobolev spaces if  is an integer Other equivalent descriptions of these spaces
are the Besov spaces "


R and the spaces F 

R and B

R Their denitions
can be found eg in Tri on the pages # and 	 respectively
On the interval    one denes H


   by restriction Let D   be the
space of all innitely dierentiable functions with compact support in    Its
topology is dened as follows f
n
 n   Ng  D   converges to    D  
if there exists a compact subset of    such that all supports of the 
n
s and  are
contained in this set and D
j

n
converges uniformly to D
j
 for all j        Now
denote by D

   the topological dual of D   Then H


   is dened as
H


    ff   D

    g   H


R gj
 
 fg
and
kfk
H

 
  
 inffkgk
H

 
 R  g   H


R gj
 
 fg
Finally we consider the torus T     and denote by DT the space of all periodic
innitely dierentiable functions Its topology is induced by the family of semi
norms
kk
k
 sup
t T
jD
k
tj
k        Then we denote by D

T the topological dual space of DT The
periodic Bessel potential space H


T is the space
ff   D

T     jkj



$
fk
k Z   lZg
and
kfk
H

 
 T 

X
k Z
   jkj



j
$
fkj



where
$
fk denotes the kth Fourier coe
cient fexpik
Let us close this excursion on function spaces by stating the following useful
proposition
Proposition 	 Assuming  	    	 the completion of D   under
the norm k  k
H

 
 R coincides with the space
H


    ff   H


    f  f   g
and it can be interpreted as
H


T  ff   H


T  f  g
Let us add some words on this proposition First of all the condition f  
makes sense since the spaces H


   embed into the space of continuous func
tions provided    	 The rst statement of Proposition   can be found in
Tri Corollary 	 For the second part of Proposition   we give a sketch
of the proof in the Appendix We chose this way since we could not nd an easy
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reference
We come back to the spaces HB


 In the case     one can easily nd an isometry
between L

   and HB

 One can verify that the mapping dened by T  
t

K

t
is such an isometry since f
t
 t     g is dense in L

   Observe that
T is nothing but the integration operator Tft 
R
t

fs ds
For general      the situation is less straightforward We need an integral
operator T mapping some L

M into C   with kernel kx s s      and
x  M  such that hk s k ti
L
 
 M	
equals the covariance Ks t of the process
Then T is dened as Tft 
R
M
fxkx tdx Having this in mind one can
check that the fractional Fourier transform F
 
 L

R C   which is dened
as
F
 
ft 
Z
R
expits  
jsj
  

fs ds
see Singer Sin	 is such an example which maps in the following way
 
c
 
F
 

 
c
 
expit  
j  j
  

 K
 
t

Applying the Fourier transform one obtains the more classical operator
 
c

 
T
 

 
c

 

  t
  

 
  


 K
 
t


can be replaced by j  j which eects only the constant In the paper of L De
creusefond and A S

Ustunel D

U one can also nd isometries between L

  
and HB


 Let us work with the fractional Fourier transform Theorem   from
Sin	 provides us with the following properties
F  for f   L

R we have jF
 
ftj  c

 
jtj
 
kfk
L
 
 R
F let    DR n fg then the following inversion formula holds
F

 
t 
 
p

jtj
  

F

t
where F

denotes the usual inverse Fourier transform
We decompose HB


into
HB



 ff  f K
 

 f   HB


g  ff   HB


 f  f   g
and spanfK
 

g which are mutually orthogonal Then we can state the following
lemma
Lemma 	 For      the spaces HB



and H
  


   coincide
  Preliminaries
Proof Let L

R   L

R denote the subspace which is isometrically mapped
onto HB



by c

 
F
 
 that is
L

R
 
 span
n
 
c
 
expit  
j  j
  

K
 
t  
 
c
 
expi  
j  j
  

 t     
o

where the closure is taken with respect to the L

Rnorm
First we show that D    HB



 Let    D   and set f  c
 
F

 

We decompose f into f

  L

R  and f

  L

R  Assume that c
 
F
 
f

t  
for some t      ie
 
c
 
D
expit  
j  j
  

 f

E
L
 
 R
 K
 
t  
 
c
 
D
expi  
j  j
  

 f

E
L
 
 R
 
then it follows that c

 
F
 
f

    too Yet c

 
F
 
f

    and this contradicts
   D   Consequently f  f

which implies that    HB




Secondly we observe that c
 
F

 
D   is dense in L

R   In order to see
this take a f   L

R   with f   and dene the distribution L
f
  D

  
L
f
 
Z
R
fsjsj
  

F

s ds    D  
then f  c
 
F

 
D   i suppL
f
 f  g Hence L
f
is a sum of derivatives
of the distributions 

and 

 Applying the Fourier transform we deduce that f
must be of the form ft  p

t  expitp

t	jtj
  

where p

and p

are
polynomials Since f   L

R it follows that deg p
i
 	    and p

  p


which implies that ft  cexpit   	jtj
  

  L

R  which contradicts
the assumption
Finally using F  and F we see that on D   we have the estimate
k   j  j


  

Fk
L
 
 R  kkL
 
 R  k j  j
  

F

k
L
 
 R  CkkH
B



Obviously the inverse inequality is true too and consequently both norms are
equivalent Then the assertion is a consequence of Proposition   
Corollary 	 The RKHS HB

d
of the ddimensional fractional Brownian sheet
of order  with      can be interpreted as

H


T spanfK
 

g

d

where      	    	 	 In particular this contains the space
H
 

T
d
 
n
f   D

T
d
  fx

     x
d
   whenever j with
x
j
  and
X
k Zd
d
Y
j
   jk
j
j



j
$
fkj

	
o

 a space with dominating mixed smoothness
 Schauder Functions  
  Schauder Functions
De
nitions	 First we consider the system of Schauder functions on the interval
   It consists of the functions
u

 

 u

s  s s     
and functions u
mi
which are generated as follows Let u be the piecewise linear
function
us  s
 
s    s

s s   R  
then we dene
u
mi
s  
m
u
m
s i
m
 s       
where m        and i       
m
   We remark that the index m corresponds
to a dilation while the index i corresponds to a shift Let us denote by J
m

f     
m
  g for m        and by J
m
 fg for m    the sets of
all possible shifts in the mth level From   and   one sees that for xed
m the functions u
mi
are supported by dyadic intervals of length 
max m
 ie the
supports of two dierent u
mi
s are essentially disjoint
As usual C   denotes the space of all continuous functions on the interval
   and it is equipped with the supremum norm One can verify that for any
f   C   we have a unique Schauder function expansion
fs 

X
m
X
i J
m
f
mi
u
mi
s s     
where the coe
cients are f

 f f

 f  f and
f
mi
 
m

f

i  

m


 f

i

m

 f

i   

m


  	
for m        and i   J
m
see eg KS Chapter VI In order to simplify
some later formulas we introduce the following functionals and operators For  
s  t    we dene the functional %
st
on f   C   by %
st
 ft  fs
Furthermore we will use the abbreviations %

f  f %

 %

and
%
mi
 
m

% i
 
m

 i
 
m
%
 i
 
m

i
 
m


for m        and i   J
m
 Let S
mi
 C   C   be the onedimensional
operator
S
mi
f  %
mi
 u
mi
f  %
mi
fu
mi
and denote by S
m
the operator
P
i J
m
S
mi
which is of rank 
max m
 Finally we
set
S
n


n
X
m
S
m
 n          
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Observe that S
n

f
n N forms a sequence of piecewise linear approximations of f 
One can check that for all points s   fi
 n

 i       
n

g we have S
n

fs 
fs and S
n

f is linear on the dyadic intervals of length 
 n


Now let us turn to the multidimensional case C  
d
 d   We extend the
above concepts by taking tensor products In the sequel let m denote a multiindex
m

     m
d
   f    g
d
and let J
m
 J
m


    
 J
m
d
 We dene
jmj 
d
X
j
max m
j

and we call jmj the order of the multiindex m The multidimensional Schauder
functions are dened as u
mi
 u
m

i

     u
m
d
i
d
 where m   f    g
d
and
i   J
m
 Analogously we write %
xy
for the functional %
x

y

     %
x
d
y
d
 where
x  x

     x
d
 and y  y

     y
d
 are in   
d
and x
j
 y
j
for all j        d
For m   f    g
d
and i   J
m
 we set %
mi
 %
m

i

     %
m
d
i
d
and we
dene
S
mi
 %
mi
 u
mi
 S
m

i

     S
m
d
i
d

Summing over all i   J
m
we obtain S
m

P
i J
m
S
mi
which is an operator of rank

jmj
 We denote by S
n
 n        the operator
P
jmj	n
S
m
 Note that S
n
is not
the dfold tensor product of the operator S
n

 This would be the operator
S
n
d

X
m fng
d
S
m
 S
n


d

Some Properties	 Let us collect below some elementary properties of the d
dimensional Schauder functions For m   f    g
d
 we dene
m  m

     m
d
  max m

    max m
d

Clearly it holds jmj  jmj A rst observation is that

d
supp u
mi
  
jmj
and ku
mi
k
C 
d

 
jmj
  
where 
d
denotes the ddimensional Lebesgue measure Let us denote by b
m
 m  
f     g
d
 the brick
b
m

d
Y
j
 
m
j
  
We note that the support of the Schauder function u
mi
is essentially the brick
i


m

     i
d

m
d
 b
m
 For xed m the bricks i


m

     i
d

m
d
 b
m
 i   J
m

form a partition of the cube   
d
which we want to denote by
P
m
 fi


m

     i
d

m
d
  b
m
 i   J
m
g  
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Finally let us compute the rank of the operators S
n
 S
n
 For this purpose we
need to know the cardinality of the set

m   f    g
d
 jmj  n
	
 Obviously
we have
&

m   f    g
d
 jmj  n
	

d
X
j

dj

d
d j

&

m   f     g
j
 jmj  n
	
 
and &

m   f     g
j
 jmj  n
	
can be computed recursively using the formula
&

m   f     g
j
 jmj  n
	

n
X
k
&

m   f     g
j
 jmj  n k
	

By induction one can prove that
&

m   f     g
j
 jmj  n
	


n j   
j   

  
Substituting   in   yields
&

m   f    g
d
 jmj  n
	

d
X
j

dj

d
d j

n j   
j   

 n
d

Consequently we obtain
rank S
n
 S
n
 
X
jmjn
rankS
m
 n
d

n
   
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De
nitions	 We study Gaussian random elds on the unit cube   
d
with co
variance functions which can be written as tensor product of a covariance function
over the interval    In the sequel let K    

 R be a covariance function
of a centered Gaussian process G

 G
t

t 
 We denote by 
t
  C

   the
functional 
t
f  ft which is often called distribution in the point t It is
obvious that K can be regarded as bilinear functional on spanf
t
 t     g and
we will use the notation
Ka b  E aG

bG


where a b   spanf
t
 t     g For our purposes it will be more convenient to
deal with increments of the process G

 Thats why we introduce the functional


s t  

t s  E%
st
G



 Ks s Ks t Kt t
for s t      with s  t Let s  t and s

 t

 then one can check that
E%
st
G

%
s

t

G

 
 




s t

  

s

 t 

s s

 

t t




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Now we consider the centered Gaussian random eld G
d
 G
x

x 
d d  
which possesses the covariance function K
d
 ie
K
d

d
O
j
a
j

d
O
j
b
j


d
Y
j
Ka
j
 b
j

where a
j
 b
j
  spanf
t
 t     g for all j        d Note that the tensor product
of positive denite functions is again positive denite The ddimensional fractional
Brownian sheet of order      is a special example of such a Gaussian random
eld
Schauder Coecients	 Following the ideas from Sto we introduce the fol
lowing conditions on 

 Let  be in the interval  
  

s t  C

jt sj
 
 for all s t      and some constant C


 

s t  C

jt sj
 
 for all s t      and some constant C


 

s t  c

s s  t	  

s  t	 t for all s t      and some
constant c    
The rst condition   implies that G
d
admits a version which has almost surely
continuous trajectories This is a consequence of the estimate
E G
x
G
y

N
 N   

d
X
j

E G
 y

y
j
x
j
x
d

G
 y

y
j
x
j
x
d






N
 N    C
N

kKk
N
C 
 


d
X
j
jx
j
 y
j
j
 

N
 N    C
N

kKk
N
C 
 

d
 
jx yj
 N

and Kolmogorovs continuity theorem see LT  Corollary   	 Thus we are
in the situation that we can apply all the concepts developed in Section   for
continuous functions Then the coe
cients g
mi
 %
mi
G
d
 are Gaussian random
variables in R The next lemma collects all necessary formulas which are needed in
order to determine the covariance of the g
mi
s
Lemma 	 For mm

  i   J
m
and i

  J
m

we introduce the abbreviations
t  i   
 m

 t

 i

  
 m



 h  
 m

and h

 
 m



 Then
we have
E%
mi
G

%
m

i

G

 

 m
m






t h t

 h

  

t t

 h

  

t h t

 h







t h t

  

t t

  

t h t






t h t

 h

  

t t

 h

  

t h t

 h



   
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and in particular
E%
mi
G



 
m



t h t  

t t h 

t h t h

   
In the remaining cases where m equals   or  one can compute
E%
mi
G

%

G

 

m




t h   

t   

t h 





t h    

t    

t h  


  
E%
mi
G

%

G

  
m

K tK t hK t h


where m   i   J
m
and t h as above and nally E%G



 

  
E%G



 K  and E%G

%

G

  K  K 
For the Gaussian random eld G
d
 d   the covariances can be calculated by
using the formula
E%
mi
G
d
%
m

i

G
d
 
d
Y
j
K

%
m
j
i
j
%
m

j
i

j


d
Y
j
E%
m
j
i
j
G

%
m

j
i

j
G

   	
for all mm

  f    g
d
 i   J
m
and i

  J
m


These formulas can be checked easily by elementary calculations Then substitution
in    yields the following corollary
Corollary 	 The rst condition   implies that
E%
mi
G
d


 C
  jmj
for all m   f    g
d
and i   J
m
 If in addition K satises the conditions
 and  then there exists a constant C

such that
E%
mi
G
d


 C


  jmj
  
for all m   f     g
d
and i   J
m
 If K    K    then    holds for
all m   f     g
d
and if also K    then inequality    is true for all
m   f    g
d

Remark Suppose that 

s t  js  tj and K    then one can
check immediately from formula      	 that the coe
cients g
mi
 with m  
f     g
d
and i   J
m
 are independent N   distributed
Remark Given a norm the next natural question is Does the Schauder ex
pansion with the coe
cients investigated above converge almost surely' Since the
answer will be a simple consequence of our key estimates in Section   we shall not
discuss it here
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More on Covariance	 In Sto it was shown for d    that under special addi
tional assumptions on 

the covariance matrix of the vector g
mi


m

i
is in a certain
sense diagonal dominant ie the sum of the entries in one row is bounded by the
element from the diagonal times a universal constant Furthermore one can reduce
the vector by taking only every 
k
th element and obtains diagonal dominance for
the covariance of the reduced vector If in addition one has norms which can be
estimated from below by some sequence space norm of the Schauder coe
cients then
one can compute lower bounds for the asymptotic behavior of  logPkG

k  
This last point is our problem We did not nd good inequalities which estimate
our norms under consideration from below by means of Schauder coe
cients Nev
ertheless we would like to show below under which condition one has diagonal
dominance for the vectors g
mi

jmjni J
m
 Maybe this can be useful for some later
work
Lemma 	 We assume that   is satised for some      and suppose
that K    In addition we require that
	 jD
 


s tj  C

js  tj
 
and jD
 


s tj  C

js  tj
 
hold for all
s t      and some constants C

and C


Then we have for any m   f     g
d
X
jm

jjmj
X
i

 J
m

jE%
mi
G
d
%
m

i

G
d
j  C 
  jmj
  
where C is a constant depending only on d and 
Proof The right hand sides of     and    consist of summands of the
form
Rt h s  

t h s 

t s  

t  h s
namely we have for mm

 
E%
mi
G

%
m

i

G

  
 m
m



Rt h t

 h

 Rt h t

 Rt h t

 h



and
E%
mi
G

%

G

  
m

Rt h   Rt h 


where we used the abbreviations t t

 h and h

dened in Lemma   We distinguish
several cases
Case  m  m

 For m    and m   the index set J
m
contains only one
element and E%mG



 C Now let m    For jt t

j  
m

we simply use
the Cauchy Schwarz inequality and get
jE%
mi
G

%
mi

G

j  C 
  m
by Corollary   Next we investigate the situation where jt  t

j  
m

 By
Taylors formula we can nd 

 

     such that
Rt h t

 h R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 m


D
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
 

h D
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

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
h t

 

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
   
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Then condition 	 implies
jRt h t

 h Rt h t

j  C
 m

jt t

j  
m

 
 C
 m
ji i

j   
 
   
In the same manner one can treat the dierence Rt h t

 h  Rt h t

 and we
conclude that
jE%
mi
G

%
mi

G

j  C 
  jmj
   ji i

j
 
   
for all m    and all i i

  J
m

Case  m  m

   First we deal with the case that t is close to t

 t

 h

or t

h

 In this situation we apply again the Cauchy Schwarz inequality and obtain
jE%
mi
G

%
mi

G

j  C 
   m
m



Now we consider those ts where the distance to the points t

 t

 h

and t

 h

is
at least 
m

 We distinguish again two dierent situations
Case  Suppose that the interval t  h t  h is contained in the interval
t

 h

 t

 h

 Using again Taylors formula we have
Rt h t

 s  
 m


D
 


t h t

 s D
 


t h t

 s

for some       where s can assume the values  h

or h

 Thus condition 	
yields
jRt h t

 sj  C 
 m

m
jt t

 sj   
 
which gives
jE%
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G
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G
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 
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 

minfji 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
 
  
Case  Now the interval th th lies outside t

h

 t

h

 Let us again
consider the dierence Rt h t

 h

Rt h t

 which can be written as telescope
sum
Rt h t

 h

 Rt h t

 
X
t

	l
m

t


h

R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t h l
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Using    and    we deduce
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 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In the same way one nds an analogous estimate for the dierence Rt h t

 h


Rt h t

 and concluding we get for the covariance
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With this preparation let us attack the inequality    Because of
X
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jjmj
X
i

 J
m
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G
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m
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the problem reduces to the onedimensional cases considered above For m
j
 m

j

the estimate    establishes
X
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For m
j
 m

j
 we combine the inequalities   and    and obtain
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Observe that q  	     


is positive for      Finally we substitute
  and  	 in   and we conclude
X
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X
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G
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which completes the proof 
Corollary 	 Suppose that 

satises  
	 and K    then we
have for all m   f     g
d
X
jm

jjmj
m

 fg
d
X
i

 J
m

m
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i
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mi
jE%
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G
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G
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G
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for some constant C If additionally we restrict the indices to mm

  fk k   g
d

i

 

J
m


Q
fi
k
 i       
m

j
k
  g and i  

J
m
then we can produce an
arbitrary small C in   by choosing k suciently large
Proof The estimate   follows immediately from Lemma   and Corollary
  The second statement can be checked by a close look to the proof of Lemma
  The modication of the index sets J
m
to

J
m
ensures that   is as small as
desired while the restriction to fk k   g
d
makes  	 small 
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De
nitions	 In this section we want to recall the denitions and properties of
some entropy and approximation quantities We denote by S  E  F a bounded
operator acting between two Banach spaces Let B
E
and B
F
be the unit balls of E
and F  respectively Then the dyadic entropy numbers of a compact set C  F
are dened as
e
k
C  inf
n
     x

     x

k   C such that C 

k

j
x
j
 B
F

o
and we write e
k
S instead of e
k
SB
E
 The quantities
d
k
C  inff    

F subspace of F dim

F  k and C 

F  B
F
g
are called Kolmogorov numbers and we use the same convention as above The
operator S is compact i both quantities tend to zero as k goes to innity Next we
introduce the norm of an operator S mapping a Hilbert space H into a Banach
space It is dened as
S  sup

E



n
X
j
g
j
Sf
j






 n   N f

     f
n
  H orthonormal


where g

 g

    are independent N   distributed random variables For opera
tors with nite norm we dene approximation numbers with respect to the norm
by

k
S  inffS  S

  S

 H  E rankS

 kg
Elementary Properties	 The entropy and approximation quantities which were
dened above have several properties in common E and F are reserved for Banach
spaces while H shall always denote a Hilbert space
Monotonicity we have kSk  e

S  e

S      e
n
S     and analo
gously kSk  d

S  d

S     and S  

S  

S    
Additivity for S

 S

 E  F it holds e
k
l
S

 S

  e
k
S

  e
l
S

 and
d
k
l
S

S

  d
k
S

 d
l
S

 and for S

 S

 H  E we have analogously

k
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S

 S

  
k
S
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  
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S


Multiplicativity let S

 E

 E

and S

 E

 E

then one can verify
e
k
l
S

S

  e
k
S

e
l
S

 and d
k
l
S

S

  d
k
S

d
l
S

 and for operators
S

 H

 H

and S

 H

 E it holds 
k
l
S

S

  
k
S


l
S


Surjectivity let Q 

E  E be a metric surjection ie QB
	
E
  B
E
 then
e
k
SQ  e
k
S and d
k
SQ  d
k
S and for a metric surjection Q 

H  H
one has 
k
SQ  
k
S
For the approximation quantities we have in addition
 Preliminaries
Rank Property d
k
S   i rankS  k and 
k
S   i rankS  k
For further details concerning entropy and Kolmogorov numbers we recommend
B Carl and I Stephanis book CS For generalized approximation numbers we
refer the reader to Pie
Mutual Relations	 We can use the following relations between the quantities
dened above Consider again a compact operator S acting from a Hilbert space to
a Banach space Then a theorem of A Pajor and N TomczakJaegermann PTJ
states that
sup
k

k

d
k
S  CS  
see eg Pisier Pis Theorem  and Theorem   from Carl et al CKP shows
that the inequality
sup
	k	n
b
k
e
k
S  C

sup
	k	n
b
k
d
k
S  
holds for all n   N provided the sequence b
k

k N is increasing and satises bk  bk
for some     and all k   N Taking b
k
 k

we obtain inequality   for
entropy numbers
Real and Complex Case	 Next let us mention that the asymptotic behavior
of entropy and Kolmogorov numbers is not eected if we change from a real to a
complex function space Let E and F be complex function spaces We consider each
element f   E as vector f  Ref Imf and we have kfk  kRef

Imf



k
In the same manner we deal with F  Thus we can interpret E and F as spaces over
the eld of the real numbers Then we denote by E
r
 E
i
 F
r
and F
i
the subspaces
of the real and the imaginary parts We consider the following scheme
H
H
H
H
H
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H
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F
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J
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E
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where Q
E
i
and Q
E
r
denote the quotient maps onto E
r
and E
i
which are metric
surjections J
F
r
and J
F
i
are the injections embedding F
r
and F
i
into F  and S
r
 S
i

Then the complex version S of the operator S
r
can be written as S  J
F
r
S
r
Q
E
i

J
F
i
S
i
Q
E
r
 Obviously it holds d
k
S
r
  d
k
S On the other hand the additivity of
the Kolmogorov numbers implies
d
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J
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Q
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J
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Q
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The same arguments work also for entropy numbers
 Entropy and Approximation Quantities 
The spaces H
 

Td and H
 

Td	 From Corollary  	 we know that
H
 

T
d
 is contained in the RKHS of B
 
d
      and     	 	 Let us
consider embeddings of the spaces H
 

Td H
 

Td and H
B
 
d
into some
function space F   
d
 In the rst two cases  may assume an arbitrary value in
	 while the last case makes sense only for     	 	 The subindex zero of
H
 

Td stands again for the condition fx

     x
d
   if at least one of the
x
j
s equals zero
Below we want to show that the entropy and Kolmogorov numbers of these
embeddings have the same asymptotic behavior Obviously we have
d
k
  H
 

T
d
 F   
d
 

d
k
  H
 

Td F   d
d
k
  H
B
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d
 F 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d
    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since H
 

Td  H
 
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Td for all    and H
 

Td  H
B
 
d
 for 
in the interval  	 	 On the other hand side we can decompose H
 

Td
and H
B
 
d
into a direct sum of 
d
spaces of the form
H
a
 H
a

    H
a
d
 with a  a

     a
d
   f  g
d

where H

stands for H


T while H

denotes a onedimensional space In the case
of H
 

Td the space H

consists of the constant functions and for H
B
 
d
we
have H

 spanfK
 

g Let jaj  a

    a
d
and let   H
 

Td  F   d
be a compact embedding of H
 

Td into some function space F   d If we
have kf

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
k
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d

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 Ckf

k
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for f

  H

then we can observe
that
d

d
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d
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T
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T
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for all d

 d it follows
d

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T
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Again one can apply the same arguments to entropy numbers
 Upper Bounds
From the preceding sections one can guess the further strategy We consider an
isometry T  H  HG
d
which maps some Hilbert space onto the RKHS of our
process Then we study T as operator which maps into some Banach space E  HG
d

We search for a convenient decomposition of T into nite dimensional operators R
n

At this point we make use of the Schauder expansions Next we estimate the norm
of the R
n
s Via inequality   we obtain estimates for the Kolmogorov numbers
of the R
n
s Next we derive upper bounds for the Kolmogorov numbers of T and
inequality   produces the corresponding entropy bounds Finally Theorem   
gives us small ball estimates for most of the investigated norms
  Key Estimates
Holdertype Norms	 Let   	 	 denote a continuous nondecrea
sing function We consider the functional


f  sup
x 
d
jfxj sup
xy 	
d
xy
jfx fyj
jx yj


 f   C  
d

which is a generalization of the Holder norms Let us introduce some further nota
tions We denote by G
n
the set fi
n
 i       
n
g
d
and we use the symbol 
ni

with i   f     
n
  g
d
 for the dyadic cube
Q
i
j

n
 i
j
  
n
 of order n For
f   C  
d
 let
D
n
f  fjfx fyj  x y   G
n
 jx yj

 
n
g
By C
lin
  
d
 we denote the 
d
dimensional space
C
lin
  
d
  spanff

     f
d
 f
j
s    or f
j
s  s s     g
the space of all continuous functions on   
d
which are linear in each axeparallel
direction
Remark that a function f   C
lin
  
d
 attains its minimum and its maximum
in the extreme points of   
d
 ie in the corners x   f  g
d
 In other words
supfjfxj  x     
d
g  maxfjfxj  x   f  g
d
g This can be proved by
induction on the dimension d The same holds true for the derivatives This implies
eg that
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x 
d
jD
 
f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x fg
d
jf x f  xj  
Finally we dene
C
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Lemma 	 We assume the existence of a constant c

  such that  satises
the inequality st  c

st for all s t      remark that if  is concave on
   this condition is fullled with c

  	 Then we have


f 
C

n

maxfjfxj  x   G
n
g
	
 Key Estimates 
for all f   C
lin
n
  
d
 where C depends only on d and c


Proof Consider two points x y     
d
 We distinguish two cases Assume
rst that jx yj

 
n
then the monotonicity of  implies
jfx fyj
jx yj



jfx fyj

n




n

maxfjfxj  x   G
n
g
For jx yj

 
n
the assumption on  yields the inequality
jx yj


n
jx yj



c


n

and from the observation   it follows that
jfx fyj
jx yj



jx yj

jx yj


d
maxD
n
f

n

dc


n

maxfjfxj  x   G
n
g
which completes the proof 
Proposition 	 Suppose that 

satises   for some      and let 
be as in Lemma   Then we have the estimate
E

S
n
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n
G
d
 
C

n

n
d

 n

with some constant C depending only on   and d
Proof Obviously we have S
n
 S
n
G
d
  C
lin
n

  
d
 and by Lemma  
we obtain
E

S
n
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G
d


C

 n


E maxfjS
n
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G
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n
g

C

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
p
   log&G
n
 max

E jS
n
 S
n
G
d
xj



 x   G
n
	

for the second estimate see eg Pisier Pis Lemma 	 	 	  It remains to
estimate the variance of
S
n
 S
n
G
d
x 
X
jmjn
X
i J
m
%
mi
G
d
u
mi
x
Since for xed m the u
mi
are essentially disjointly supported the sum above
reduces to a sum over m Furthermore we know that ku
mi
k
C 
d

 
jmj

Combining this with Corollary   we obtain

E jS
n
 S
n
G
d
xj



 C
p
&fm  jmj  ng 
 n
see eg 	  in Pisiers book Pis Substitution in  proves the asserted
inequality 
Remark In particular this shows that the process G
d
possesses a version which
is almost surely Holder continuous of order  ie t  t

 for all     	
This is also true eg for t  t
 
log t


d

log log t



 for t    exp 
and 
   
Now let us treat a second family of norms in the same manner
 Upper Bounds
Orlicz Norms	 For   p 	 consider the Orlicz function 
p
t  expt
p
  
t   The Orlicz space L

p
  
d
 consists of all measurable functions f on   
d
with nite Orlicz norm
kfk

p
 inf

c   
Z

d

p
jfxj	c dx   


Then the next result is in complete analogy with Proposition 
Proposition 	 We assume that 

satises   for some      Let
p   	 Then we have
E kS
n
 S
n
G
d
k

p
 Cn
dp

 n

with some constant C depending only on  p and d
Proof We start with the case p   For every xed x     
d
we have
S
n
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d
x
d
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xg
where g  N    and vx

 E jSn  SnG
d
xj

 From the proof of Proposi
tion  we know that vx  v  Cn
 d

 n
 Therefore for every t    we
have
E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Integrating x over   
d
and using Fubinis theorem gives
E
Z
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d
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S
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G
d
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 
t

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Whenever kS
n
 S
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G
d
 k

 
 vt one has by denition of the Orlicz norm
Z
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d
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jS
n
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d
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hence
(
Cebyshevs inequality yields
P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S
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 
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This implies
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 Entropy and Small Ball Results 
ie we have shown the assertion for p   The case   p  	 can be proved by
interpolation Recall the well known estimate
kfk

p
 kfk

C 
d

kfk


 
for all f   C  
d
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 
p

  
	






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Therefore using Proposition  and Holders inequality we get
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
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as asserted 
 Entropy and Small Ball Results
Technical Lemma	 Before we come to our main arguments let us prove the
following technical lemma
Lemma 	 Let S  H  E be a compact operator and suppose that S is
given by
P

n
R
n
in operator norm	 where the operators R
n
 H  E satisfy
R rankR
n
 an and
L R
n
  bn
Setting
a
N

N
X
n
an and b
N


X
nN

bn
we obtain d
a
N
S  Ca

N
b
N
for all N   N
Proof By denition of 
k
S we can nd an nite rank operator S

with
rankS

 k such that SS

  
k
S Then additivity and rank property of the
Kolmogorov numbers combined with inequality   imply
k   

d
k
S  k   

d
k
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
  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d
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S

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S  S

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 Upper Bounds
Now we use that S is given by
P

n
R
n
 Applying the inequality above with
k  a
N
 we deduce
d
a
N
S  Ca

N

a
N
S
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
N

a
N

S 
N
X
n
R
n

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
N

X
nN

R
n
  Ca

N
b
N
which gives the asserted inequality 
Results	 In the sequel many expressions with logarithm will appear In order to
avoid complicate formulas let us introduce the abbreviation
Lt  maxf  log t log t

g
Now we are ready to formulate our main theorem concerning Kolmogorov and
entropy numbers
Theorem 	 Denote by M some 
nite measure space Let T be an
integral operator mapping L

M into C   We denote by k M 
    R
its kernel Let us assume that for some      there exists a constant c
 
such
that k satises the inequality
Z
M
kx s kx t

dx  c
 
js tj
 
 
for all s t      Then we consider the d
fold tensor product T
d
 T      T of
the operator T  which maps from L

M
d
 
d
 into C  
d
 For d   and
 for Holder norms of order 
    	 ie 

with t  t

 we have
d
k
T
d
  Ck
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
 for the functional 
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t  t
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Lt
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L

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
Q
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L
j
t and 
    we
obtain
d
k
T
d
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L

k


 and for Orlicz norms k  k

p
 with p   	 one has the estimate
d
k
T
d
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Lk
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The entropy numbers e
k
T
d
 can be estimated from above by the same bounds
 Entropy and Small Ball Results 
Remark Let us suppose for example that kx t is uniformly Holder continuous
of order 	 in the second argument and the measure  is nite This would be
su
cient to ensure the validity of 
Proof of Theorem  Setting
Ks t 
Z
M
kx skx tdx
one can check that K is positive denite Let n   N and take s

     s
n
     and
choose arbitrary a

     a
n
  R then we have
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Consequently K is a covariance function Moreover by assumption it satises
the condition   from Section   and we denote by G
d
again the process with
covariance K
d
and we obtain immediately a KarhuneLo!eve expansion
G
d
d

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X
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g
j
T
d
f
j
where f

 f

    forms a complete orthonormal system in L

M and g

 g

    are
independent N   distributed random variables Then we dene R
n
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S
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where we made use of the equivalence of Gaussian norms cf Pisier Pis Corollary
	 Then Proposition  and  provide us estimates of these norms under
Holdertype and Orlicz norms Hence the bns in Lemma 	 are
bn 





Cn
d
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for the Holder norms
Cn
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j
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L
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in the second case
Cn
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
 n
for the Orlicz norms

Then the quantities b
N
dened in Lemma 	 can be estimated from above by
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
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L
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N

and CN
dp

 N
 respectively From    we
have an  Cn
d

n
 Thus one computes easily a
N
 CN
d

N
and we can apply
 Upper Bounds
Lemma 	 Let us treat the rst case  the Holder norms  as example Here we
see that
b
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for all N   N Now consider an arbitrary k   N and take N such that k satises
a
N
 k  a
N

 Obviously it holds k  Ca
N
 Then the monotonicity of the
Kolmogorov numbers yields
d
k
T
d
  d
a
N
T
d
  Ca
  

N
La
N

 d   


 Ck
  

Lk
 d   


as asserted The other two cases can be proved in the same manner The corre
sponding results for entropy numbers follow from inequality   
Using Theorem    the small ball estimates below are an immediate consequence
of the entropy results above
Corollary 	 Let G
d
be a centered Gaussian eld on   
d
 d   with
covariance K
d
where K satises
Ks s Ks t Kt t  Cjs tj
 
for some      and all s t     
 For Holder norms of order 
    	 one obtains
 logP
t
G
d
    C
  
L
d
d  
 and for Orlicz norms k  k

p
 p   	 one has
 logPkG
d
k

p
   C
 
L
d
d  p 
In particular this holds for the fractional Brownian sheet B
 
d

Remark By Theorem    we cannot expect polynomial bounds like in Corollary
 when we consider a process where the decay of the entropy numbers is of order
k

with some additional logterms In this situation there is still some work to
do
 More Entropy and Approximation Results
In this section we want to collect all the approximation and entropy results for Bessel
potential spaces which follow from Theorem  and our discussion about the RKHS
of the ddimensional fractional Brownian sheet see Section   
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More Function Spaces	 Let us introduce some more function spaces First of
all there are the classical spaces of the 
times continuously dierentiable periodic
functions 
   N
C

T
d
 

f   m   f     g
d
with jmj  
 D
m
f   CT
d

	
equipped with the norm
kfk
C

 Td 
X
jmj	
kD
m
fk
C  Td
Now let 
   	 Then we denote by b
c

the greatest integer which is
strictly less than 
 and we set f
g


 
  b
c

which consequently takes values
in the interval    Assume that 
   	 n N then the periodic Holder spaces
of order 
 are dened as
C

T
d
 

f  f   C
bc

T
d
 and
X
jmjbc

sup
xy Td
xy
jD
m
fxD
m
fyj
jx yj
fg


	

and
kfk
C

 Td  kfk
C
bc

 Td

X
jmjbc

sup
xy Td
xy
jD
m
fxD
m
fyj
jx yj
fg



For 
   	 n N the periodic Holder spaces coincide with the periodic Zygmund
spaces of order 
 which are dened as
C

T
d
 

f  f   C
bc

T
d
 and
X
jmjbc

sup
h Td
h
kD
m
f h D
m
f h D
m
fk
C  Td
jhj
fg


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
equipped with the norm
kfk
C

 Td  kfk
C
bc

 Td

X
jmjbc

sup
h Td
h 
kD
m
f h D
m
f h D
m
fk
C  Td
jhj
fg



For 
        it is obvious by Taylors formula that the spaces C

T
d
 embed
continuously into the spaces C

Td but they are not equivalent The Zygmund
spaces are very convenient for our purposes since they admit equivalent norms which
are determined by a sequence of subblocks of the Fourier expansion Namely the
Zygmund spaces C

Td are equivalent to the spaces B

Td which are dened as
follows Let    SRd be a non negative function such that supp  fjxj

 g
and x    for jxj

   We set 

  and we dene successively

n
x  
n
x
n
X
j

j
x  
n
x 
 n
x
 Upper Bounds
We observe that supp
n
 fb
n
c  jxj

 
n

g and that
P

n

n
 Rd  Then
we dene for 
   the norm
kfk

B


 Td
 sup
n

n
sup
x Td




X
k Zd

n
k
$
fk expikx




and let B


Td be the space ff   DTd  kfk

B


 Td
 	g One can prove
that the norms k  k

B


 Td
and k  k


B


 Td
are equivalent provided 

satises the
requirements above Thats why we will omit the superindex  in the sequel All
these denitions equivalences and further details can be found in ST
Preparations	 Let us consider the operators L

 D

Td DTd
L

f 
X
k Zd
d
Y
j
   jk
j
j



$
fk expik
for 
   R
Lemma 	 For 
   the operator L

 B


Td B

Td is bounded
For the proof of this lemma we need the following sublemmata
Lemma 	 Let 
   and   R  	 We dene a symmetric function
P

R
 R R as follows
P

R
t 

  R




  
R Rjtj

R
 

jtj  R
   t



otherwise

Then we have for the trigonometric polynomial
p

R
t 
X
k Z
P

R
k expit
the estimate kp

R
k
L

 T     
  R




Proof Poissons summation formula states for f   L

R that
X
k Z
ft k 
X
k Z
expikt
Z
R
fs expiks ds
holds for almost all t      Let us assume that
P

R
t 
Z
R
fs expits ds
Since P

R
is symmetric non negative convex on the half axes tending to zero for
t	 Polyas Theorem see Fel	 page  implies that P

R
is positive denite
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and consequently by Bochners Theorem f is the density function of a non negative
measure Thus we can conclude
kp

R
k
L

 T 
Z






X
k Z
ft k




dt

Z


X
k Z
ft k dt

Z
R
ft dt  P

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     
  R


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which proves our assertion 
Lemma 	 Now we consider the dierence

P

R
t   t



P

R
t Then
we have for the trigonometric polynomial
p

R
t 
X
k Z

P

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k exp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the estimate kp

R
k
L

 T   
Proof One can apply the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma  and
obtains kp

R
k
L

 T 

P

R
    
Proof of Lemma  Let us consider a xed n   f     g We have already
remarked that the support of 
n
is contained in the set fb
n
c  jxj

 
n

g which
is again a subset of 
n

 
n


d
n d

b
n
c d

b
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c
d
 Furthermore we
observe that we have the decomposition
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
d
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c


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
d
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Thus the tensor product
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can be written as
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c
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
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j
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d
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c
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P


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
Remark that the rst summand is supported by d

b
n
c d

b
n
c
d
 Let
us introduce the abbreviations
p

n
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X
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p

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where p

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c
 p

d
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 and

n
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
n
k expikx
	 Upper Bounds
Then we can conclude that

n
 L

f  p

n
 
n
 f
where  denotes the usual convolution From Youngs inequality and Lemma 
and  it follows
k
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and substitution in the denition of the B

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Td norm yields the boundedness of
the operator L

 
Lemma 	 Let   

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 Then we have
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 Consequently we have
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Let 
k
L
 
 



 denote the kth eigenvalue of L
 
 



 Since we are in the
Hilbert space setting we have d
k
L
 
 



  
k
L
 
 



 combine ie Pie
Proposition    and CS Proposition 		  In addition from Car  we
know that for the entropy numbers the inequality 
k
L
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

  

e
k
L
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 




holds Next one can check quickly that &fk   Z
d

Q
d
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j
j


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 
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n
d

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 Thus we deduce 
n
d

nL
 
 
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

  
 
 
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
n
and the monotonicity and
inequality   yield the statement of the lemma 
Results	 We start with embeddings of Bessel potential spaces with dominating
mixed smoothness into Zygmund spaces
Corollary 	 Let    	 then we have
d
k
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
Td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e
k
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 
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
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d
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e
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Proof From Theorem  and Corollary  	 we have 	 for     	 	
Assume now that   	 then the multiplicativity and Lemma   give
d
k
  H
 

T
d
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T
d

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L
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L
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T
d
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
T
d
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T
d
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T
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and similarly one deduces the estimate for the entropy numbers
For the second estimate we decompose the embedding  as follows
H
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
T
d

L

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   

T
d


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T
d

L

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
T
d
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In this situation L

is an isometry and by Lemma  L

is a bounded operator
Hence the multiplicativity of Kolmogorov and entropy numbers combined with 	
yields the claimed asymptotic bound 
In the same manner as we proved estimate 	 one can show the following
result for our Orlicz norms
Corollary 	 Let    	 and p   	 then we have
d
k
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
Td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e
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d
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
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Remark Let us mention that our result 	 improves a result due to V N Tem
lyakov for the Hilbert space case In Tem he obtained the upper bound
e
k
  H
 
p
T
d
 CT
d
  kLk 
 d 
where p    	 see Theorem  in Tem For d   there is no dierence
between 	 and  but for d   our exponent of the logarithm is smaller
 Lower Bounds
  A Lower Estimate for the  Norm
Let us consider the ddimensional Brownian sheet under the supnorm In this
special case we want to show that our key estimate from Proposition  is sharp
Proposition 	 For the d
dimensional Brownian sheet d   we have
E kS
n
 S
n
B

d
k
C 
d

 ndn
Proof We recall that
S
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B

d

X
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X
i J
m
g
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u
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 
where the g
mi
s are independent N   distributed random variables
In a rst step we go over to a subprocesses of   Let n   N be su
ciently
large ie n  	d and choose a real number 
 such that 
n   N and 	d  
 
d

 Then we introduce the index set
M
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
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
elements The wellknown Anderson inequality
And states that for any centered Gaussian random variable X with values in
a Banach space E and any centrally symmetric convex set A  E it holds
PX   A  PX   x  A 
for all x   E From this we deduce
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Secondly we observe that all partitions P
m
withm  M
n
are ner than P
 nn

ie each element of P
m
is a subset of some element of P
 nn
 Since these parti
tions correspond to the supports of the u
mi
s this yields that the random variables
X
m M
n
X
i J
m
g
mi

b
u
mi

with b   P
 nn
 are independent

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Norm 
Next we calculate the average of the variance on b   P
 nn
V
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Then we choose from each brick b   P
 nn
a point x
b
  b such that the variance
of the random variable
g
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m M
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X
i J
m
g
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u
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x
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
is at least V
n
 From the discussion above we know that the random variables g
b

b   P
 nn
 are independent Denoting by g

 g

    a sequence of independent
N   distributed random variables we conclude that
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where the last estimate follows from the known inequality
C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
 E sup
jN
jg
j
j
see eg Pis Lemma 	 	 	  This completes the proof 
The next lemma gives us a relation between Orlicz norms and the supnorm
Lemma 	 Let f   C  
d
 be such that the inequality
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

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d
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holds for all x y     
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 Then we have for the Orlicz norms k  k
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where C

depends only on C

 p and d
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 Lower Bounds
Proof Let x

    
d
be the point where jf j attains its maximum Then we
can estimate
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By denition of the Orlicz norm and
(
Cebyshevs inequality one has
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and taking logarithm and the pth root gives the asserted inequality 
Corollary 	 For the d
dimensional Brownian sheet d   under the Orlicz
norms k  k
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Combining Proposition   and Lemma  we obtain the asserted bound 
Hence our estimates from Proposition  are sharp in the special case where G
d
is
the ddimensional Brownian sheet B

d

 Lower Bounds in the Case d   
In this section we want to present two techniques which were applied in order to
obtain lower bounds for the small ball problem and the entropy numbers respec
tively There is rst the method of M Talagrand which he used in Tal	 for the
twodimensional Brownian sheet This method exploits the support properties of
modied Schauder expansions Below we give a new proof of the main inequality
from Tal	
The Brownian sheet corresponds to the Bessel potential space H
 

T

 One
can renorm this space in such a way that the Schauder system forms an orthonormal
base If we turn to spaces H
 

T with     then we loose the chance to have
orthogonality for the Schauder system Here it is more convenient to deal with
the trigonometric system In a second paragraph below we present results for
trigonometric systems which are due to V N Temlyakov
 Lower Bounds in the Case d   
Talagrands Method	 The problem of nding good lower bounds for entropy
numbers of a compact set is always to nd large nite dimensional subspaces where
the considered set contains a relatively large ball
Good Subspaces	 Let us modify the Schauder expansion of the Brownian
sheet For m    we introduce
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p
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u
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 Then we extend this to higher dimensions by setting
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for a   f  g
d
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and i   J
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 Observe that for xed m and i the
functions u
m
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a
 a   f  g
d
 and u
a
mi
 a   f  g
d
 span the same subspace
and the coe
cients of the two expansions
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are linked via a unitary matrix Thus we can conclude that
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where the g
a
mi
s are again independent N   distributed random variables This
follows from a special property of the normal distribution Namely let g

     g
n

be a vector of independent N   distributed random variables and let U be a
unitary matrix then the vector g


     g

n

t
 g

     g
n
U has again independent
N   distributed components
Next Andersons inequality  shows that we can go over to the investigation
of a subprocess namely we have
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 We chose the functions u
 
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since they have the advantage
that they assume both positive and negative values
Large Balls	 For xed m let us assemble all functions g
mi
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X
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and dene 
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x  sign

B
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x Obviously we have for almost all  none of the
g
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s equals zero

d
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d
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and thus we can interpret 
m
  as Bernoulli variable If we knew that 
m
 
m   M  were independent then we could compute easily the measure of the set
of points x where the signs of

B
m
x  are the same for all m   M and hence
P
M

B
m
x  assumes large values In addition we wish that all g
mi
u
 
mi
are
involved in this production of large values Therefore we need a certain local
independence The following denition makes these ideas precise
De
nition 	 We say that M  f     g
d
possesses the local indepen
dence property if for each m   M the following condition is satised Let
m

 m        and let b be an arbitrary brick from the partition P
m
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
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In addition it is useful to collect such m of the same order since in this case the
norms ku
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k
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are all the same Then Talagrands result can
be formulated as follows
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M	 Talagrand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Proof First we assume that none of the g
mi
s equals zero It is obvious
that the local independence property implies the independence of 
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again
with respect to the probability measure 
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Recall that m
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is satised on 
d
of these bricks in all points The pictures below illustrates the
two possible situations for d  
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For g
mi
   the shaded bricks in the left picture satisfy  and in the right
picture we shaded the bricks where  holds if g
mi
   Combining this with
the local independence property we obtain
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Now it remains to assemble all these facts We can conclude
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as claimed in 	 If some of the g
mi
s are zero then the continuity of the functionals
on both sides of the inequality yields 	 
Lemma 	 The sets M
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local independence property
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a contradiction Hence we may assume without loss of generality that m
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which proves our assertion 
Remark The sets M
n
have cardinality n    and this combined with the
inequality 	 will proof the sharpness of the small ball estimate for the supnorm
in the case d   as we shall see in a second
If one wished to use the same method in order to show that our estimates for
higher dimensions are sharp too then one would need sets M
d
n
 fjmj  ng with
cardinality of order n
 d
 Yet this is impossible Observe that the partition
P
 nn
is ner than all partitions P
m
 jmj  n and on the elements of P
 nn
the vector 
m

jmj
is constant Hence 
m

jmj
cannot assume more than 
dn
values but a vector of Cn
 d
independent Bernoulli variables assumes 
Cn
 d

dierent values Thats why one has to seek for new ideas for the dimensions d  
Results	 Then one obtains the following lower bounds
Theorem 	 For the two
dimensional Brownian sheet we have
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  distributed random variables We
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 Then the usual monotonicity arguments see the proof
of Theorem  complete the proof 
By Theorem    one can deduce the corresponding lower bounds of entropy and
Kolmogorov numbers for the embeddings of the space H
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T into CT and
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Temlyakovs Method	 First we need some further notations Form   f     g
denote by B

m the dyadic block of integers
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which forms a kind of hyperbolic cross in the plane Let G be a subset of Z then
we denote by T G the trigonometric polynomials f of the form
f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X
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a
k
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
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The next theorem from Temlyakov Tem gives us lower bounds for embeddings
of Bessel potential spaces into C  


Theorem 	 V	 N	 Temlyakov Let    	 there exist constants C C

and C

such that for all n   N one can nd a set of functions ff

     f
K n
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		 Lower Bounds
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for all k   N the estimate for the Kolmogorov numbers follows from   combined
with the upper bounds from Corollary   	
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The proof of this corollary is based on the next lemma
Lemma 	 The functions f   T 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the Fej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Observe that the kth coe
cient of the Fourier expansion of D
n
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k for all
k with jkj  
n
 Hence for any trigonometric polynomial f   T 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By Youngs inequality it follows
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Proof of Corollary  Taking the same set of functions as in Theorem  it
follows from Lemma  and  that we can replace b by
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Finally the monotonicity of the entropy numbers implies the desired lower bound
and the result for the Kolmogorov numbers follows from inequality   combined
with the upper bounds from Corollary   By   with b
k
 k
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there exists
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k in f      kg such that
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where the last estimate follows from Corollary   Consequently there exists a
constant C      such that we have always Ck 

k Then the monotonicity of
the Kolmogorov numbers completes the proof 
Corollary 	 Let us consider the fractional Brownian sheet B
 

     
on the unit square For Orlicz norms k  k

p
 p   	 and sup
norm the small
ball estimates from Corollary  are asymptotically sharp ie the inverse relation
 is also true
Proof By Corollary  	 we know that H
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T is contained in the RKHS
of B
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 where 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   	 From the discussion in Section    we know that for
embeddings of H
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T we have the same lower bounds as we have in Theorem 
and Corollary  for the corresponding embeddings of H
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T Then Theorem
   establishes lower bounds of the same order as the already proved upper ones 
It remains open whether one can show similar bounds for the embeddings into
Holder spaces
 Lower Bounds for d  
For d   we were not able to prove lower bounds which would show the sharpness
of our results from Theorem  We had already mentioned that
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improves V N Temlyakovs result  in the Hilbert space case Using Temlyakovs
lower bounds for the embedding into L
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and we see that the error in the exponent of the logterm can be at most  	 and
consequently at most   for the small ball estimates of fractional Brownian sheet
independently of the dimension d   Moreover our result for the Orlicz norm
k  k

 
is sharp Again we didnt nd similar results for Holder spaces
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First we show the following equivalence of norms
Proposition A	 Let    SR with supp     and    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For the proof of Proposition A  we need the concept of maximal functions Let f
be a locally integrable function on R Then the HardyLittlewood maximal function
is dened by
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for all f   L
p
R For a proof and further details we refer the reader to the rst
chapter in Ste
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We continue with some preparatory lemmata
Lemma A	 Let    S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for all t s   R with js  tj   Then we apply 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Now we divide both sides by   jsj use A and apply Lemma A to the second
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Finally we can choose   minf	C  g which proves the asserted inequality 
Proof of Proposition A In a rst step let us prove the right inequality of
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   R Again by the
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Next we consider again     	 	 and we use the fact that D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where the last estimate is an application of the inequality proved rst This nishes
the proof 
The technical ideas used above work also in a much more general setting We refer
the reader to ST from which we adapted the proofs for our special situation
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the assumption f   Thus the second statement of Proposition   follows from
Proposition A 
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The estimate in the seond formula after formula (2.2)
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are independent. Yet, this assumption does not hold in general. Adding a ondition
on the regularity of the ovariane of the proess G
d
we an lose this gap. Keeping
the notation of the thesis this an be formulated as follows
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In order to prove this proposition we start with the following lemma
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Proof. Lemma 1.5 [thesis℄ showed that we 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the unit 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2 Corretions
This is also true when we allow  1  m
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Observe that 1   =2 > 0 for 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as asserted. 
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whih ompletes the proof. 
As onsequense of this error we have to add the ondition (

) to Proposition
2.2, 2.3, Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 [thesis℄. Of ourse, it would be desirable to
nd a proof based on a milder ondition.
In addition let us orret some typing errors whih have been disovered reently.
On page 36 in Theorem 3.6 the exponent of " should be  2 instead of 2 and on page
43 in the seond line it must be 2
8
(n+1)
 1
: : : and in the fourth line C2
 8
(n+1) : : :.
